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Abstract. Business architectures are an important part of any enterprise architecture containing business processes and business capabilities.
High quality business processes are key factors for the success of a company. Hence, the quality and the correctness or compliance have to be
verified. We propose to use the business capabilities for an efficient and
easily understandable definition of rules to perform this verification. The
rule specification is based on rule patterns to define requirements from
an operational point of view. These patterns are derived from experience
gained in projects for modeling and optimization of business processes
with extensive manual checks. For the rule validation we rely on model
checking as an established technology to cope with the dynamic properties of processes. We present a tool based approach to automate this
verification integrated in a unique system with a common user interface.
Key words: enterprise architecture, business capabilities, business process model quality and correctness or compliance, integrating verification
technique, rule patterns

1 Introduction
In enterprise architectures process models are an essential part to document the
business processes. In that sense the business processes are besides the data
models crucial for the success of an enterprise. Business process models are the
base of the implementation of systems. This important role of business processes
(and their models) in enterprises and enterprise architectures lead to the question
of the quality and correctness or compliance.
The required checks of the business process models are often performed manually by modeling experts and domain experts. This is very time-consuming and
prone to errors, if not done carefully. A more efficient way is to transform the implicit knowledge used by the experts to perform the checks into rules. The rules
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are suitable for automatic testing using a tool. However, common approaches
require detailed rules described at the activity level. Approaches allowing for a
higher degree of reusability would reduce the effort of rule specification.
Business architectures as part of enterprise architectures are agreed by the
responsible persons within the company. They include not only the business
processes, but also the business capabilities. These capabilities represent a harmonized starting point for clustering activities from an operational point of view.
The proposed approach is based on the experience of process management
projects in the financial sector mainly at small and medium insurance companies.
The findings analyzing the frequent manual checks are incorporated in this paper.
The examples we present in this paper are of the financial systems domain.
Certainly, we observed similar challenges in other domains such as e-commerce
or enterprise resource planning systems.

2 Business Architecture as Base of Compliance Rules
In order to assure the conformity and correctness of business processes in enterprise architectures we require the specification of rules as base of the process
verification. The base of our approach is the efficient and easily understandable
definition of these rules from an operational point of view. Furthermore, the
reusability of rule specifications is a key aspect of our approach. Hence, a rule
can be used for more than one process only by abstracting from the level of the
single activities. Thus it does not depend on the actual names of the activities.
But it is still possible to use specific labels in a rule description if necessary.
We propose to use a so-called “operational architecture” representing the
business capabilities of a business architecture to support an architectural abstraction as used in section 3. The capabilities are an integral part of an enterprise
architecture and provide an operational structuring of business processes [1, 2].
There is no single definition of the term “business capability”. The following explanation describes the term how it is used in this paper. A definition
that is consistent with our understanding is given in the architecture framework
MODAF. Capabilities “are a high level specification of the enterprise’s ability.
A capability is a classification of some ability - and can be specified regardless
of whether the enterprise is currently able to achieve it.” [3, p. 1] Therefore,
a business capability clusters of one or more actions that produce a result or
have an effect. But it does not describe how the actions take place. A business
capability abstracts from the activities at the lowest level of detail.
2.1 Operational Architecture Structure
Concrete operational architectures and business capabilities may be developed by
an association of companies (e.g. the German Insurance Association (GDV)1 ) or
by specific companies. Because of these different creators the key aspects of their
1
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architectures may vary. For example, the “operational architecture” as a part
of the more comprehensive “insurance applications architecture” (in German:
“VersicherungsAnwendungsArchitektur”) of the GDV contains the characteristics of business processes and business components [4]. Other descriptions we are
concerned with in projects focus also on IT aspects (e.g. systems) or workflows.
Our real-life example of business capabilities structured in an operational
architecture is the one developed by the PPI AG for the insurance sector. It has
been proven as a reference model in several projects (e.g. [5]). We now apply it
as base for checking the operational compliance of business processes.
The PPI operational architecture structures the functionality an insurance
company offers based on a three-level hierarchy. It does neither contain IT details
(software, hardware) nor business process details (sequences, events). Figure 1
shows an excerpt of the architecture and illustrates each level explained below.

Fig. 1. Excerpt from the operational architecture showing the three-level hierarchy of
the business capabilities

The top level (“Operational Domains”) contains the core business functions
of an insurance company, e.g. “Portfolio Management” and “Claims Processing”. The next level (“Operational Building Blocks”) concretizes the top level
elements and contains the building blocks from an operational point of view.
For example, “Proposal Management” and “Contract Management” belong to
the top level function “Portfolio management”. This level also defines the set of
business objects that are assigned to their corresponding operational building
block, i.e. “Contract” belongs to “Contract Management”.
The third level (“Operational Cluster”) is a set of conceptual functions (i.e.
the business capabilities) the company has to perform. Examples of operational
clusters for the building block “Contract Management” are “Contract Creation”
or “Contract Alteration”. The combination of these reusable clusters visually
spoken builds a business process. A process can also be represented by an operational cluster because it is a function performed by the company.
The relevant stage for the proposed abstraction from the activity level is the
third level. As shown in figure 2 multiple activities used in one or more process
models can be conceptually connected with one operational cluster (“n:1”). Note
that an activity is always related to exactly one constant operational cluster
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to guarantee uniqueness. This allows abstracting from activities with slightly
different names that represent an identical function. Besides it is possible to sum
up activities and use the abstract operational cluster instead. This abstraction
mechanism is used in section 4 to define the rule patterns.

Fig. 2. Mapping of concrete activities to operational clusters

2.2 Rules Selection Using Scopes
In addition to the clustering we propose a second mechanism for reusing rule
specifications: the definition of scopes for a rule. This allows automatically selecting the relevant rules for checking as depicted in the example in section 6.
Each process model is characterized by its type and the section the process
is applied in. The type should be based on a standardized set of type names
like the third level of the operational architecture. Based on the intension of
the operational architecture an operational cluster represents a whole business
process. For example a process can have the type “Contract Creation”.
The section depends on how the company is organized. Typical sections of
German insurance companies are “personal liability” or “household contents”.
This would be a categorization using the offered classes of insurance. In addition,
supporting areas such as collections and disbursement or fraud could be used.
For each rule it may be specified for which process types the rule is applicable.
The rule is only applied if the process takes place in one of the denoted sections.
Thus it is possible to define universal rules, which can be applied to different
processes. For example a rule related to “Contract Creation” can be specified
and no individual rules for “Contract Creation for Personal Liability” or “Contract Creation for Household Contents” are required. Only if there are special
requirements, a distinct rule must be specified. Another example is the inbox for
all sorts of communication (e.g. mail, e-mail, fax). A general rule can be used
for verifying all processes where the inbox is involved.

3 Verification Technique for Business Process Models
In the previous section we present the key concepts of our approach to specify
rules for operational conformity checking. The verification requires a suitable
technique like model checking. First research concerning the verification of concurrent programs was done 30 years ago [6]. Subject of the model checking is to
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verify automatically if a model fulfills a rule [7, 8]. If it does not, a counterexample indicate the part which violates the rule [6, 9].
A rule can be considered as a machine-readable requirement description
about the activities and objects of a model. A rule definition based on temporal
logic (an extension of Boolean logic with temporal operators) specifies relative
statements about the temporal order of the elements [6]. One variant of the temporal logic is the branching-time logic (Computation Tree Logic; CTL), which
is suitable for the verification of business processes. CTL presumes that every
point in time can be branched into multiple potential futures each specifying a
different state. Theoretically, each of these states is in a different path of the
resulting tree [10, 6, 9].
CTL is a textual formalization that contains operators and path quantifiers.
First it defines the X- (next), F- (eventually) and G-operators (globally). They
indicate that a statement should be valid in the next state/ at least in one state
in the future/ in every state in the future. Besides there exists the binary Uoperator (until) to define that a property has to be valid until a condition is met.
Additionally, the A-quantifier (all paths) means that the property must hold for
every path in the tree. The E-quantifier (at least one/ exists) means that the
property must hold for at least one path in the tree [7, 9, 11].
The textual form of CTL is an obstacle of its general use in industry. Domain
experts, i.e. people in operating departments, are in contrast to modeling experts
less trained and willing to neither reading nor writing textual rules. But they
have a clear understanding of the requirements a business process must fulfill.
A graphical notation brings together the domain and modeling experts.
[9] presented a visual notation called G-CTL. It defines graphical representations of the CTL-elements. Figure 3 shows on the left the temporal operators
for the E-quantifier (exists) and the operators for the A-quantifier (all paths) in
the middle. The Boolean operators and constants (i.e. true, false) can be used
in conjunction with these temporal operators. The operands “a” and “b” are
placeholders for concrete (process) elements. This enables to specify a process
in the well-known visual manner and the rules in the very same way.

Fig. 3. Overview of the G-CTL operators [9]
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4 Rule Patterns Set for Operational Conformity Checking
This section presents a set of rule patterns for operational conformity checking.
The set is not intended to be a fully comprehensive definition of all possible types
of rules. It is rather a collection of frequently occurring structures. The patterns
result from the experience of process management projects (i.e. modeling and
optimizing processes) mainly at small and medium insurance companies.
All these projects required an extensive manual verification of the designed
processes. Applying our automated verification approach may considerably reduce this effort. Therefore, we aim at formalizing the implicit knowledge involved
in the manual actions to automate the verification. Due to the operational cluster abstraction (cf. section 2.1) and scope (cf. section 2.2) concepts the majority
of rules are reusable. However, it is still possible to use concrete activities within
rules if necessary. The collection is not restricted to insurance companies but
can be used for business processes in general.
Each rule pattern will be described in natural language and graphically formalized in the G-CTL notation (extended by the concept of operational clusters).
The first part of the rules principally targets the structure of a process model.
In figure 4 the formalization of each rule pattern in G-CTL notation is shown:
RP1: Activity/ Cluster A occurs at least once at [ all | one or more ] paths
An activity or a cluster has to exist at least once. It has to be defined if A
has to be executed in every “computational tree path” of a model (all; Aquantifier) or if it just has to occur on at least one path (exists; E-quantifier).
RP2: Activity/ Cluster A does not occur
An activity or a cluster must not exist in the process model.
RP3: Activity/ Cluster A is performed [ before | after ] activity/ cluster B
B must not be performed “before” A has been executed. Or it must apply
that A is not executed until “after” B. If A and B are activities then it
is the trivial case. But if one is a cluster there are two cases to distinguish
because a cluster can contain activities that are maybe not placed directly
behind each other. However the cluster concept simplifies the rule definition:
first occurrence: The first activity related to cluster A has to be performed
before/ after the first activity related to cluster B. A second activity of
A might be existing after/ before the first activity of B.
completion: All activities belonging to the cluster A have to be performed
before/ after the first/ last activity belonging to the cluster B.
In cases when A or B is a single activity, the explanation applies accordingly.
RP4: Activity/ Cluster A is performed [ first of all | last ]
An activity A or the first activity of cluster A respectively has to be the first
activity right after the start event (“first of all”). Vice versa, an activity A
or the last activity of cluster A respectively has to be the last activity right
before the end event (“last”).
RP5: Cluster C [ does | does not] contain the activity A
If the cluster C exists in the process model, then it has to contain the activity
A (“need to”) or the activity A has to be absent (“must not”) respectively.
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Fig. 4. Formalization of the rule patterns targeting the structure (G-CTL notation)

The second part targets the accomplishment of a process element from an
operational point of view. Figure 5 shows the formalization using G-CTL:
RP6: Activity/ Cluster A uses the system S
It has to be modeled that the activity/ cluster uses the defined system.
RP7: Position P takes responsibility for the activity/ cluster A
This rule specifies that position P have to be responsible for performing A.
RP8: Activity A is executed [ manually | semi-automatically | script-based |
service-based ]
This rule refers to the types of BPMN tasks. It has to be assumed that the
activity is represented by an adequate task in the model.
RP9: Activity/ Cluster A needs to [ read | write ] the business object O
An activity or a cluster has to use the business object (e.g. contract) as an
input (“read”) or it has to create/ modify the object (“write”).
RP10: Activity/ Cluster A needs to [ read | write ] the business object O before
the object is [ read | written ] by activity/ cluster B
This rule specifies that a business object has to be first read/ written by
the activity/ cluster A before the activity/ cluster B can use it either for
reading or writing. This is to ensure the correct operating sequence, e.g. that
the object needed by B has been created by A.
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Fig. 5. Formalization of the rule patterns in G-CTL targeting the accomplishment

5 Integrated Platform for Modeling and Verification
The tool “Business Application Modeler” (BAM) is an integrated platform for
business process modeling plus the specification of rules using G-CTL and verification of the models. It is based on Eclipse2 and provides extension points to
enhance the functionality by using plug-ins [12]. BAM supports EPCs besides the
presented BPMN notation for process modeling and the G-CTL for rule specification. Elements of process models may be directly inserted within the rules. The
new BPMN meta model specifies the elements and connections allowed in process models and rules. It uses slightly modified graphics compared to the default
BPMN ones to improve readability as depicted in figure 9. To reduce complexity regarding the usability and understanding we decide to use only a subset of
all BPMN 2.0 [13] elements. This subset contains tasks (manual, user, service,
script, business rule, send, receive, abstract), subprocesses, gateways (xor, and),
untyped events (start, intermediate, end), the data object and flows (sequence,
data). Moreover, a special element called “operational cluster” (see figure 7 in
the example) has been added to the rule editor. The corresponding operational
cluster, based on the operational architecture, is stored as an attribute of this
element (cf. section 2.1). Also the systems used by an activity or the position
responsible are stored as an element’s attribute. One feature supported by BAM
is using a wildcard instead of assigning a concrete label to the element’s name
value [12]. This allows checking if the cluster (i.e. an arbitrarily named element
with exactly defined attributes) exists within the verified process model. For
performing the model checking, a plugin has been developed which uses the extension points offered by BAM. The verification is done automatically and only
the process model and the rules have to be chosen manually. On the basis of our
scope mechanism (cf. section 2.2) the plugin automatically uses only the rules
that are relevant to the actual process model. First the business process model
and the visually specified rules are transformed into a machine-readable textual
form for the model checker. Then the model checker performs the verification.
This plugin gets back the result (“true” or counterexample) and uses the given
2
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handling of counterexamples that occur if the process model does not fulfill a
certain rule (cf. section 3). BAM retranslates the counterexample and highlights
the path which causes the failure [12]. This counterexample is displayed so that
the domain expert can identify the affected part of the model.

6 Exemplary Illustration of the Approach
This section presents a typical example taken from a project to describe our
approach to automate the verification of the operational conformity. The goal
of the project was to assimilate and optimize the processes of different sections.
The manual verification was very time-consuming because it has to be done
carefully to ensure that all requirements are fulfilled. In the following we focus
on the process type “Contract Creation” in the section “personal liability”.
The personal liability insurance is very common in Germany. It protects the
policyholder and co-insured persons from paying for any damages they cause with
respect to the civil law. Therefore, the policyholder pays an insurance premium
and the insurance company will pay in case of damage to compensate it [14].
Imagine that the process model is given and the activities are already annotated with their clusters. Figure 6 shows it in terms of the slightly modified
BPMN notation. For convenience the operational clusters (cf. section 2.1) are
highlighted in this paper. Then the process model has to be imported into BAM.
In BAM the membership to a cluster is denoted as an attribute like mentioned
before. Also the process type and the section may be specified in BAM for using
the automatic rule selection based on the scope (cf. section 2.2).
The process starts with a subprocess for incoming communications. This handles all operations until passing the proposal to a responsible employee. Then a
partner record will be created in the system if the inquirer has been no customer
yet. Otherwise the existing data record is used. In both cases the proposal is
used. After this the data for debt collection is created or the existing data is
used. Thereafter the contract is created and the initial contract information is
entered. The proposal is the input and a contract data object is the output.
Optionally a discount can be granted. After that the provision of an involved
insurance agent may be modified. If required it is possible to enter additional
conditions and/ or contractual terms. Then the risk object to be insured and the
desired scope of cover will be documented in the system. Finally the creation is
completed and the insurance policy will be sent to the policyholder (subprocess).
In the following, two rules are illustrated which have to be checked in fact.
They correspondents to the rule patterns in section 4.
The first rule is: “Subprocess Incoming Communication needs to write the
business object Proposal before the object is read by the cluster Partner Information” (RP10). The cluster “Partner Information” can only perform its
operations if the proposal has been created. The rule only applies to processes
of type “Contract Creation”. The sections are not limited. Figure 7 shows the
rule in G-CTL. The model illustrated in figure 6 trivially fulfills this rule.
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Fig. 6. Example process “Contract Creation” in the section “personal liability” with
highlighted operational clusters

The second rule is: “Cluster Contract Creation Specifics is performed before
the cluster Management of Amending Clauses” (RP3 - b (completion)). Assume
that this rule only applies to processes of type “Contract Creation” and section
“personal liability”. Any other process of type “Contract Creation”, e.g. section “household contents”, does not have to fulfill this rule. Figure 8 shows the
formalization of the rule. We choose the second interpretation of the rule pattern (“completion”). All activities of the first cluster thus have to be performed
before the first activity of second cluster is executed. As to be seen in figure
6, the process model does not fulfill this requirement. Not all activities of the
cluster “Contract Creation Specifics” are performed before the first activity of
the cluster “Management of Amending Clauses”.

Fig. 7. First example of an operational
rule (RP10)

Fig. 8. Second example of an operational
rule (RP3 - b (completion))

After importing the process model and specifying the rules the user can start
the verification. BAM takes only the rules into account which in this case apply
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to all process types or to those of type “Contract Creation”. As a second criterion
it will be checked if the section is not restricted or is valid for “personal liability”.
After that, BAM transforms the model and the rules into an appropriate form
for the model checker which performs the checking (cf. section 5).
Both rules are relevant for the verification. BAM will display the counterexample returned by the model checker according to the violated rule and highlights the affected tasks on the path leading to the violation. A detail of this is
shown in figure 9. It has to be analyzed if the model is still valid and just the
rule is incorrect or how the model can be modified to meet the requirement. In
our case the model needs to be modified according to the correct order specified
in the rule. It is a requirement to perform the tasks “Document Risk Object”
and “Document Scope of Cover” of the cluster “Contract Creation Specifics” before any task of the cluster “Management of Amending Clauses”. Hence, BAM
highlights the task “Document Risk Object” as illustrated because the tasks
“Enter Additional Conditions” and “Enter Additional Contractual Terms” are
each placed before the cluster “Contract Creation Specifics” represented by the
task “Document Risk Object” which is the first violation of the rule.

Fig. 9. Screenshot of BAM showing the counterexample of the violated second rule
(RP3 - b (completion))

The advantage of the automatic checking is that a repeated verification (“regression testing”) is quickly done and ensures that all previous tested rules are
checked again. A manual test would be time-consuming and probably miss a
newly created error.
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7 Related Work
The verification of the correctness or compliance of business processes and their
models is a key problem of enterprise architecture management in general and
business process management in particular.
A common technique to perform the verification is model checking. It has
been proven to be applicable to software models (e.g. [15] or [16]) as well as
to business processes (e.g. [17] or [18]). A common base for the checking is the
semantic of the process metamodel [19].
There exist different approaches to check a business process model. One possibility is to use process reference models as a basis. For example, [20] takes a
given reference model and tests if logs produced by systems conforms to this
model. An algorithm to measure if a process model is compliant to a reference
model is described in [21]. Therefore, both approaches need an assured reference
model that has been modeled and agreed before.
Further approaches use rules to specify requirements about properties to be
checked. The authors in [22] specify the control objectives in a normative way (i.e.
the effect of an action on an object after execution). That is different to the use
of temporal logic. The rules in [23] focus on elements of the lowest level of detail,
i.e. an activity, without providing an abstraction mechanism. Another example is
[24]. This approach limits the rule specification to predefined graphical patterns
based on temporal logic. [25] also provides a visual notation for rule specifications
but it differs from the process model notation. A similarity to our approach is the
idea of abstraction levels in the rule definitions not assuming that all activities
of similar models must have the same labels.
Rules may also be used to drive the transformation process from models to
concrete systems and thus limiting the errors [26]. Here errors in the model,
which are the focus of our work, may be not detected.
[27] also abstract from the names of the activities by using higher level concepts (i.e. superordinate terms) of an ontology (like [28]). However, the textual
notation does not support unambiguous rule specifications because there is no
unique assignment from activities to one superordinate term.
A generic approach is the workflow pattern approach presented in [29]
(control-flow patterns) and [30] (data patterns). It demonstrates that patterns
are a suitable mechanism to define the quality of processes and workflows. This
work and [31] are a base for our rule patterns which are by far more domain
specific while not being applicable to only one domain. Another approach is described in [32]. The authors use one visual notation (UML Activities) for business
process modeling and rule specification. The proposed patterns to verify the process quality are rather technical. Similar to our approach the authors use model
checking for verification.
These papers are a motivation for our work as they indicate the general
applicability of patterns to define requirements. One key aspect for us is the
integration of specifying process models and rules. Another key aspect is bridging
the gap between domain experts and modeling experts based on using available
parts of an enterprise architecture - the business capabilities.
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8 Conclusion
An essential part of any enterprise architecture is a business architecture containing the business processes and the business capabilities the company aims
for. These capabilities provide an operational structuring of the business processes and may be represented in a hierarchy called “operational architecture”
like our real world example with the operational clusters on the third level.
Using operational clusters is a key aspect of the efficient and easy understandable rule definition from an operational point of view. The rules define statements
about the quality and correctness or compliance of business processes. Ensuring
high quality and correct processes is crucial for the success of an enterprise and
therefore a main activity in any enterprise architecture management.
Our approach uses the operational clusters within rule specification to abstract from the activity level. This allows specifying more general rules, which
can be reused for many processes. Hence, a rule repository can be created with
relatively little effort. But it possible to use activities in combination with the
operational clusters where considered necessary. Furthermore, we propose the
use of a meaningful graphical notation for specifying rules like the G-CTL which
is suitable for the verification of business processes with their dynamic structure. This can bring together domain and modeling experts because the domain
experts can model the rules based on their understanding of the requirements.
G-CTL is a visual notation for the CTL, a variant of the temporal logic.
In addition, we presented a set of rule patterns based on the experience of
industrial projects. This set reflects the implicit knowledge involved in order to
automate the verification. The first five rules patterns target the structure of a
process model and the next five rules target the accomplishment.
The tool BAM integrates the business process modeling and rule specification. Moreover, it provides the automatic verification of the models that saves
time and costs. All relevant rules can be checked iteratively while creating new
versions of a business process (“regression testing”). This rule selection is done
on the basis of our approach of scope definition. Each rule can be augmented
with corresponding process types and optional section restrictions.
The application of the approach is illustrated by a real-life example that has
been taken from a project. This demonstrates the effectiveness for verifying the
operational conformity of business process models using the described approach
based on elements of a business architecture.
Further work will focus on the application of the approach in other domains
of the financial sector. It is planned to extend BAM by offering templates to
simplify rule definitions while enabling the specification of arbitrary (complex)
rules at the same time. Moreover, it has to be evaluated how the definition of
the operational architecture, which has to be done outside of BAM yet, could
be integrated in BAM. In addition to that it has to be analyzed how the user
can be better supported in case of errors in the model.
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